
microbes self-reproducing genome

prion non-living × ×

virus non-living × ○

rickettsia prokaryote × ○

chlamydia prokaryote × ○

bacteria prokaryote ○ ○

fungus eukaryote ○ ○

parasite eukaryote ○ ○



Why viruses are neither living Why viruses are neither living 
organisms nor selforganisms nor self--reproducingreproducing

• They have no ability to take in nutrients.

• They cannot yield energy（ATP).

• They have no system for protein 
biosynthesis. 



eukaryotes

hnRNA

DNA

↓

↓ splicing

↓ cap addition

↓ poly-A addition

nuclear export

nucleus

5’ Cap mRNA poly-A 3’

↓
Cap-dependent
IRES-dependent

prokaryotes

DNA

RNA
5’

translation

eukaryote prokaryote

RNA polymerase ３ １

mRNA monocistronic polycistronic



virus nucleic acid

capsomere made of capsid protein

A

B
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envelope protein

lipid bilayer
envelope
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virus nucleic acid
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envelope protein

lipid bilayer
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capsid protein

virus nucleic acid
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“Pathogen of tobacco mosaic disease passed through bacteria-retaining filter. “

Discovery of pathogenic virusDiscovery of pathogenic virus

“Iwanowski explained that his result was caused by toxin incorporation.”

&

“The filterable agent of the disease which cannot be incubated exists in 

the vesicle fluids of cattle.”

“Tobacco mosaic disease is caused by a virus.”



Idea of virus particlesIdea of virus particles

Local lesion of TMV purifiable

“isolated the polio virus by cultivating it in vitro”

“developed the plaque assay to measure polio viruses”

“crystallization of TMV”

&

“TMV has RNA”

biophysics
biochemistry

molecular biology started

Physicists and chemists participated in the field of biology.

(note)



VirusVirus（（11））

An aggregate of chemical substances
（a non-living organism）

（ex）structure of polio virus
C331107H489285O130725N97914P7441S2340
not including poly(A) and cations



polio virus

adhesion

uncoating protein synthesis

replicating complex

VP0     VP4+VP2

encapsidation

proteins for replication
（VPg,polymerase, etc.）
capsid protein

processing of 
proteins

pU

cell membrane

VPg

polyA

polyU

+chain RNA

-chain RNA
mature virus



VirusVirus（（22））

Life cycle formed by interactions 
between hosts（organisms？）

Chemicals with a life cycle



Research using virusesResearch using viruses

Replication mechanism
Information expression

Morphogenesis
Evolution mechanism

Genetic structure
Gene engineering

Research on viruses instead of cells can 
lead the development of life science.



Important discoveries in biology Important discoveries in biology 
from research on virus replicationfrom research on virus replication

reverse transcriptase, gene transformation
（retrovirus）

cap structure （CPV）

RNA splicing （adenovirus）

IRES （poliovirus）



VirologyVirology

• The field of biology studies both the virus and the 
living body, and the interactions between them.

• The field covers a wide range（cutting-edge life 
science, epidemiology, clinics, international 
medical aid, etc. ）

• Advanced research requires a comparatively long 
time to master.



Research on virus Research on virus pathogenicitypathogenicity
Identification of host molecules in each stage of replication and infection

Virus-specific genes causing：

cell-altering effects
inhibition of apotosis immortalization
escape from host defense system

Research on the biosystem formed between 
viruses and host（infection analysis）



4 postulates of 4 postulates of HenleHenle--KochKoch

The organism must be isolated from a diseased animal 
and grown in a pure culture.

The cultured organism should cause disease when 
introduced into a healthy animal. 

The organism must be reisolated from the experimentally 
infected animal. 

The organism must be found in all animals suffering from 
the disease, but not in healthy animals.



疾患発症

Invasion into the body

Replication
（first target tissue）

Outbreak

Diffusion Outbreak

Replication
（first target tissue）



mouth

respiratory 
apparatus

digestive
tract

genitourinary
apparatus Insects like 

mosquitoes
capillary vessel

skin

conjunctiva

wound

anus



capillary vessel

nucleus

epithelial cell

basal lamina

connective
tissue

budding from 
basal surface

budding from apical surface



microbe
infection

blood
choroid plexus

Infected blood cell

vascular endothelial cell

central nervous system

intake

release

release

pass

pass

pass

pass



核

nerve cell body
axon transport

microtubule

endoplasmic reticulum

peripheral nerve

virus



virus nucleic acid

capsomere made of capsid protein

A

B

C

envelope protein

lipid bilayer
envelope

capsomere

virus nucleic acid
nucleocapsid

envelope protein

lipid bilayer
envelope

capsid protein

virus nucleic acid
nucleocapsid



Structure of virus genome and classification based on genetic coStructure of virus genome and classification based on genetic code expressionde expression

Group I

ds DNA

DNA virus

↓

m RNA

↑

ds DNA

↑

ss DNA

Group II

RNA virus

Group IV

Group III Group V

Group VI

ds RNA

ss(＋) RNA

ss(ー) RNAss(ー) RNA

m RNA

ds DNA

ss DNA

↓

↓

↑

↑

↑

ss(＋) RNA X 2

→ ←



949 1765 2480 3833 5372 5987
743 4124 5438 7370

3386 5110 7441

capsid

P1 P2 P3

non-capsid

poly (A)
60 ± n

VPg-pU

initiation of
translation

5’ termination of
translation

polyprotein(247)

●
P1(97) P2(65) P3(84)

●
VP0(37) VP3(26) VP1(34)

2A
2BC(48) 3AB(12) 3CD(72)

●
VP4(7) VP2(30) 2C(38) VPg(2) 3Cpro(20) 3Dpol(52)

3C’(36.4) 3D’(35.6)
2B



1a
1b HE S E M N

IS

AAA

IS IS IS IS IS IS

Cap

Cap

Cap AAA

Cap AAA

Cap

Cap

Cap

Cap

AAA

AAA

AAA

AAA

AAA■ : putative nonstructural protein
IS : conserved intergenic sequence



From infection to outbreakFrom infection to outbreak（（ Koriyama theoryKoriyama theory））

Symptom

tissue disfunction,etc.

immunopathogenesis

acquired immunity

innate immunity

physical barrier

others

localization

targeting

spreading

entry

genetic polymorphism



virus 
pathogenicity

virus
pathogenicitybio-defense bio-defense

Outbreak of viral disease Healthy body

Virus pathogenicity and bio-defense
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